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Edited by Tess Landon
Introduction by Beth Richie
In the spring of 2015, fifteen Black men who are incarcerated at Stateville
Correctional Center met weekly as part of the Prison + Neighborhood
Art Project (PNAP) in a class on Black Women in the Justice System. For
thirteen weeks, the men immersed themselves in the data, the stories
and the theories about Black women who experienced violence from
intimate partners, strangers, community members and the state in ways
that ultimately left them in the path of the prison industrial complex.
The men read research articles, short stories, fact sheets and memoirs.
They discussed religion, education, sexuality, family structure, substance
abuse, structural racism, mental health issues, sports, the media and
many other topics that influence gender roles and relationships in Black
communities. The focus of the class was both on how gender, race and
class influence experiences of victimization as well as how those factors
lead to the criminalization of women’s behavior. The conversations were
sometimes very abstract and at other times deeply personal. Painful stores
were shared, theories were debated and strategies for change were put
forward. The need to create healing and new definitions of “manhood”
were prominent themes in the class.
The papers that are included in this volume reflect those discussions.
Some of the authors wrote papers based on published research and others
conducted their own small study. Some describe personal experiences
while others look at broad social patterns or trends. Some offer optimistic
views of possible change. Many show how much pain there is inside of
individuals and their families. The Black men who authored these papers
took their work as PNAP students very seriously. Each one grew and
changed during the thirteen weeks and surely, their lives and the worlds
they live in will be different because of the hard work that they did and
the ideas that are shared in this volume.
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Black Women and the (So-Called) Justice System
by Craig B. Harvey
In the following pages I offer nothing more than simple facts, plain
arguments and common sense. When scrutinized I ask readers to confer
within that innate sanctum we were all born with, a concurrent of instinct
predicated upon observation and dissenter experience, or rather, that you
will not put off the true character of a person, and generously enlarge your
veins beyond the present day.
Volumes have been written on the subject of structural inequality,
cultural adaption, and gender violence. Men of all ranks have embarked
in the controversy, from different motives, and with various designs, but
most have been ineffectual. Today in this dissertation I plan to reveal a
direct correlation between structural inequality and cultural adaptations
that further gender violence, and more specifically, violence towards
African American girls.
In an effort to give you, the reader, a clear understanding I must first
briefly explain the science of sociology. Like most institutions of the world
sociology is a patriarchal one crated as the brain child of founding father
Auguste Comte. In essence it’s logical to describe Harriet Martineau,
the first women sociologist, as the godmother of the science. Martineau
studied British and U.S. societies, arguing that “societal progress could
be achieved by expanding the scientific knowledge in general and by
eliminating slavery and gender inequality in particular.”
Sociology is a science of observation identifying a pattern described as
a hypothesis. A hypothesis is then tested against systematic observations
relating to each other that explain a broader range of circumstance. A
set of logically related hypotheses explaining the correlation of various
circumstance is called a theory. Good theories can apply to many different
observations creating testable predictions of what can be observed in
the future. The gender entrapment theory provides us with a testable of
predictions that can be observed in the future lives of each of the women
I interviewed.
9
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What is the Gender Entrapment Theory? Dr. Beth E. Richie explains in
her book Compelled To Crime that the gender entrapment theory “appropriates its meaning from the legal notion of entrapment, which implies
a circumstance whereby an individual is lured into a compromising act.”
She also writes, “The model helps to show how some women are forced or
coerced into crime by their social position in a broader society.” I observe
gender entrapment from a functionalist perspective. According to this
perspective each part of society performs certain functions for society
as a whole — all parts are interdependent.”
Typically the focus of a functionalist perspective is on the positive effects of “social order,” not the negatives. Traditional sociologists argue that
the gender entrapment theory reflects a conflict perspective. According
to a conflict perspective social order is forcibly imposed into the weak by
those in power. However, I believe there is a social consensus that holds
together a segment of society via entrapment.
In large part residents of impoverished communities believe that more
police, harsher sentencing laws, and more prisons will keep them safe.
Therefore, if and when they vote, the community reflects whatever government official they feel will keep them safe. Although the true agenda
is capital gain, not safety, this is not the public perception. As a result, the
community is lured into compromising acts, most of them criminal, in
cooperation with a system that disenfranchises the poor.
Applying an unorthodox method of a functionalist perspective I examine the individual behavior, family dynamics, social circumstances,
cultural norms, institutional practices, public policies and the resistance of
four African-American females. This examination will reveal a paradigm
explaining how structural inequality and cultural adaptions further gender
violence toward African-American girls.
The experience of African-American females in the historical context
from the days of antebellum to the present is over shadowed by the effects
of slavery concerning the emasculation of black males. In her book Ain’t I
a Woman, bell hooks suggests that scholars have been reluctant to discuss
the oppression of black women during slavery because of an unwillingness
to seriously examine the impact of sexist and racist oppression on their
social status.”
While institutionalized sexism was a social system that protected
black male sexuality, it ‘socially’ legitimized sexual exploitation of black
females.”
The black female was expected to labor in the field at least as hard, if
not harder than, a male. They also did domestic work in the slave master’s
house and birthed and raised children while in constant awareness and
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perpetual fear of their sexual vulnerability to any male, white and black.
How does this translate to the present? Today 60% of all women in the
workforce are breadwinners or co-breadwinners. Of the adult female population, 59.3% are employed while 73.2% of all adult males are employed.
Additionally, 45.3% of black families were headed by single women,
and 50.6% of all black children lived in single parent households with
their mothers.
African-American women are 7% of the population but they constitute
18.8% of all reported intimate violence victims.
There is a sexual assault once every 2.5 minutes in the U.S.
Also, nearly 90% of rape victims report being assaulted by someone of
their same racial or ethnic group. These statistics tell a story: that despite
much social progress, African-American females are preyed upon by a
patriarchal system. There seems to be a subconscious hatred of women
in America. Perhaps, as bell hooks suggests, “socialization of white men
to regard women as their moral downfall led to the development of anti-woman sentiment.”
The deep hatred of woman that was imbedded in the white colonizers
psyche by patriarchal ideology and anti-woman religious teachings both
motivated and sanctioned white male brutality against black women.”
When it comes to violence against black women, the black male has
assumed the role of slave-master. Why?
This next paragraph begins the stories of the four African-American
women interviewed whose social orders in society reflect an “entrapment
perspective”.
First we look at individual behavior of each woman starting with Yvette
who is 53 and an ex-prostitute and former heroin and crack addict. She
last used when DCFS took her 27 month old son after he was born with
cocaine in his system. Yvette said “the first time I turned a trick I was 15
years old and he was in is 50s. He offered me $100 for sex, but instead
when I got in his car he tried to rape me so I snatched his rolex watch
and jumped out the car.”
Sherie is 38 year old. When she was 19 she killed the father of three of
her five children. Although she never served prison time she is imprisoned
by her past. She said, “I didn’t mean to kill him I just was trying to get
him off of me.” She alluded to the fact that they often picked fights with
each other.
Tasha is 37 years old and currently serving a 60 year sentence for
attempted 1st degree murder, and the death of an unborn child. She simply
said “they tried to jump me.” Tasha has also been diagnosed as bipolar.
This is her third time being charged with stabbing someone.
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Sky is 23, she’s been in and out of county for various crimes such as
battery and theft. She is currently months away from losing her parental
rights to her two children.
Next, I examine the family dynamics incorporating the cultural norms,
social circumstances, institutional practices, and public policies that
damaged these women’s familial structures and influence their individual
behavior.
Yvette is the second oldest of six children, her parents divorced when
she was six years old. “I loved my dad but he was an alcoholic. He would
get so drunk he’d piss and crap all over himself. We were new in town and
the housing authority and the welfare office told my mother she would
have to get a divorce to receive their assistance. So she reluctantly divorced
him.” This is a public policy. Her mother later re-married a local pastor
with seven children of his own. The step-father molested her oldest sister
she and, Yvette said, “his oldest son molested me, and his second oldest
son molested my baby sister.” They never told their mother. Her oldest
sister began to run away, conceiving two daughters at ages 13 & 16. She
later overdosed on heroin at 20 years of age. 73% of rape victims know
their assailants,
and 34% of people who sexually abuse a child are family members of
the child.
Yvette is a widow with three sons, and she helped raise her two nieces.
All five children have different fathers. Her oldest son, who suffered as a
witness to her addiction, is serving a 92 year sentence for murder and
attempted murder. He’s been in and out of corrections since he was 13
years old.
Sherie is Yvette’s niece. She is not sure who her biological father is
and her mother overdosed on heroin when she was three years old. As an
adolescent she was molested by an older cousin. Both she and her sister
gave birth to their first child at 15. With a total of five kids by three different
men: one is serving a 50 year sentence for double murder; another she
killed in a domestic dispute; and the third, who she married, is a heroin
addict. Her two oldest sons have been in and out of juvenile and adult
prisons since they were 13.
Tasha’s sister has a daughter with Yvette’s oldest son. She has no
relationship with her father, and her mother has been abusing crack
cocaine since she was a baby. She is the third oldest of seven children.
Due to her mother’s addiction she and two other siblings were raised by
their maternal grandparents. Unfortunately, when she was 12 her brother
who is four years older than her began raping her. She recalls a cathartic
first time experience taking the pill ecstasy. “I walked 10 blocks from my
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house to his house and screamed ‘you raped me.’ I was hysterically crying,
his friends were looking confused. But I told him he’s not the angel my
grandparents thought he was.” Tasha had six kids, one who passed away,
with four different men. All of them were at one point incarcerated at
the same time for drugs, robbery, murder, and attempted murder. Her
two oldest sons have been in and out of juvenile prison since they were
10 and 13 years old.
Sky is Sherie’s firstborn, her father has been incarcerated her entire life.
She met him once in prison and said she never wanted to see him again.
She was raised by her mother, great-great aunt, and her great-great grand
mother. She has four siblings, two of which, including herself, were taken
by DCFS for child neglect by their 18 year old mother of three. Sky now
has two kids of her own who are in DCFS custody. Sky’s mother attempted
to get custody of the children but she was not allowed to because it had
not been 20 years since she lost custody of her children.
The individual behavior and family dynamics presented here reveal a
disturbing pattern that finds its roots in social circumstance and cultural
norms. None of these women grew up in a privileged environment. As
young girls, during some point each lived in public or Section 8 housing.
None of the women graduated from high school and currently Yvette is the
only one employed. The women were raised in impoverished households
and communities. The pinnacle of their socio-economic status was being
the girlfriend of a drug dealer, or being a sugar baby, but in Yvette’s case
she also dated a pimp.
There are several cultural norms that influenced the lifestyles of each
women. Child molestation traumatized Yvette, Sherie, and Tasha not only
because of the act, but also because they were being betrayed by family. 34%
of people who sexually abuse a child are members of the victim’s family.
Each woman was also a teenage mother and the fathers of their children
had spent time in jail or prison.
65.3 births per 1,000 for black females were between the ages of 10-19.
The national average was 42.5 per 1,000 in 2006.
70.7% of all new black mothers were unmarried in 2006.
Ultimately the most impactful influence on the lives of each woman
are the institutional practices and public polices that intentionally target
black women and blacks as a whole. Institutional racism is the number one
practice that perpetuates gender violence toward African-American girls.
Racism is the foundation of many policies that entrap these young girls
and their children in a life of crime. Take Yvette’s parents, for example.
They were forced to divorce in order for her mother to receive welfare
assistance and public housing.
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All four women have either been in DCFS custody or their children
have been in custody. Their entrapment in such a system at such a young
age gave them a distorted view of life, causing them to attract men with
identical family dynamics and socio-economical challenges. They were
abused as children mentally, physically, and emotionally and they have
very little education so they turn to the streets/crime, or whatever acts
the government deems unlawful in the name of capitalism.
Beth E. Richie writes: “Collateral consequence of mass imprisonment
have had a particularly pernicious impact on women both within the
criminal justice system and in the broader community.”
Public policies continue to criminalize these even when no statue
of the law is proven to be violated by them personally. Take Sherie, for
example. She was evicted from public housing because a car her boyfriend
was exiting possessed heroin. He was not driving the car nor was he in
possession of the drug.
The Public Housing Authorities “One Strike Initiative” provides local
authorities with the discretion to evict residents for drug-related activity
even in instances which the tenant did not know, could not foresee, or
could not control behavior by other occupants of the unit.
After being paroled from prison in 2000 Tasha was forced to live in
a homeless shelter. Prior to her incarceration she was living in public
housing but was denied housing after her conviction. She was denied
welfare assistance also, but due to her unstable mental capacity she was
approved for social security. Nearly one in four women in prison are diagnosed with a mental illness.
America has continuously reformed its public policies and acts making
it more difficult for African-American females to maintain stable family
structures. The Adaption and Safe Families Act of 1997 was passed “to
reduce long-term stays in foster care by facilitating quick termination of
parental rights and speedy adaption.”
States are authorized to initiate termination of parental rights when a
child has been living under foster care for 15 of the last 22 months. The
odds are Sky, the youngest of the four women interviewed, will lose her
parental rights in the upcoming months. Often times the treatment or
programs these women must participate in to re-gain custody are not
available to them.
The individual behavior of each woman reflects their resistance to a
social order that entraps them and their children at birth. Each woman,
her children, and in many cases their pants and their children’s fathers
have been stigmatized and victimized by the institutional practices that
find its roots in the Thirteenth Amendment.
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Amendment XIII [Adopted Dec. 18, 1865], Section 1. Neither slavery
nor involuntary servitude except as a punishment for crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States,
or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
In 1996, the penal budget doubled the amount that had been allocated
to AFDC, or food stamps.
During Clinton’s tenure as President, the government slashed funding
for public housing by $17 billion (a 61% reduction) and boosted corrections by $19 billion (a 171% increase), making construction of prisons the
nation’s main housing program for the urban poor.
At the end of 2005, 7.2 million people (adults) were under correctional
supervision in the U.S.
In conclusion, the social order of the Gender Entrapment Theory, observed from a functionalist perspective, reveals a systematic pattern of
structural inequality and cultural adaptations that further gender violence
toward Africa-American girls. Black men: when we help to heal our black
women, our black babies will heal, and when our babies are protected and
nourished properly, so will our communities be protected and nourished.
I would like to thank the ladies that allowed me to tell their stories, my
mom, my sisters, and my niece, I love you all.
About the Author
Peoria, Illinois, once inhabited for over 10,000 years by the indigenous
semi-nomadic Algonquian peoples of the Illiniwek, and the namesake
tribe of the city itself, is my birthplace. It is also the birthplace of the late,
great Richard Pryor, and one time headquarters of the yellow earth moving
equipment giant Caterpillar.
My birthplace is not the cultural land of grand chance and opportunity,
it is a river city that reflects remnants of a better or worse time, depending
on the eye of the beholder. The now defunct railway system is the perfect
accessory to an ensemble of abandoned buildings and vacant lots that
reflect a blue collar city once hard at work.
I was born at the beginning of a decade when America declared two
wars. One war was a trailblazing advertisement scheme, the other was a
wildfire burning to ashes all in its path, especially the Black community.
However, Black entertainers reflected a progressive success. Michael
Jordan won his first MVP as arguably the most exciting man in sports.
Michael Jackson & Prince were atop the billboard charts, Eddie Murphy was
the funniest man on the big screen and Jessie Jackson lost the Democratic
nomination. My favorite past time was watching cartoons, the Cosby Show,
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and Different Strokes — living vicariously through Theo and Arnold.
During commercial breaks Pepsi versus Coca-Cola show Michael Jackson
for Pepsi and Coca-Cola Mac. This was termed the “Coke Wars.”
As a seven year old in 1988 sneaking a swig of mom’s ice cold Pepsi was
the best. I loved the tingling sensation as the acid fizzed, causing me to
belch after a nice gulp. Clearly my mother chose her side in that war, but
she had also picked sides in another war. Nothing quenched the thirst of
my soul like music. Born with the gift to play drums, and experimenting
with the piano and guitar, music was my voice. When I was four years old
I developed a speech impediment. Since I stuttered kids ridiculed me as
I fought to speak. It was difficult for me to express what I saw. Plus adults
are like army sergeants and the kids are cadets, so the policy is don’t ask
don’t tell.
I understood the effects of this second war, it caused my mother to
lock me in the basement sometimes. My mom would have get togethers
and while she and friends were upstairs getting high I was locked in the
dingy, molded, spider and roach infested basement. With a bed, a radio,
a drum set, and the terrified thoughts of a child. Ultimately, I conquered
all my fears down there, eventually finding solace and peace there alone.
Listening to Melle Mel rap on the “The Message,” I was able to comprehend
what he said because I witnessed it first hand. It put me in a rhythmic
trance causing me to nod my head like a bobble head doll.
On a hot mid-August day in ’88, as me and my brother Manny watched
cartoons, I suddenly heard my mother scream. The house was empty and
relatively quiet, considering we lived in a crack house. My heart began
to race, my mind filled with trepidation as I rushed to the sound of her
voice. I opened the bathroom door and a cloud of smoke escaped like an
S.O.S. signal. I observed my mother leaning against the bath tub with a
G-Money, from New Jack City, crack pipe in her hand. Sweating profusely,
she was going into labor! Mom was in her third trimester of pregnancy
with her third son. She instructed me to go next door to call an ambulance.
While awaiting their arrival I washed the bottoms of her feet, the looked
like she’d been dancing in tar. I also brushed her hair and counted her
contractions. A few days later my brother was born with cocaine in his
system and taken to DCFS custody. We were the poster children for the
“War on Drugs,” the real Coke War.
What happens to that five year old kid locked in the basement? What
happens to that same seven year old kid who finds his mother in distress,
with a crack pipe in her hand? His silence becomes anger, his anger becomes violent, and at age 13 he’s charged with his first attempted murder.
Ironically, the ambience, the muffled cacophony, and the decor of his first
prison cell resembled the basement. In a sense, prison felt like home.

Welfare and Criminalization
by Pierre White
The topic I choose to write about is the welfare system and how it has
used all kinds of tricks to further criminalize our sisters and the lack of
resources allowed through the welfare system. I will also speak on how all
of the restrictions set up by that system are to further entrap, disrespect,
scare and humiliate our people, mainly our women, those we are supposed
to cherish the most.
I chose this topic because of my sister (our sisters), who have been
tricked into believing that welfare is really here to help them, that it’s here
to be a stepping stone to re-entry into society and/or just for them to get
back on their feet and to better themselves. In actuality it has become a
way to punish you and push you further into a corner and in some cases
end up with our women in jail.
My sister has been on welfare, or in their system, since the early 1990’s.
In all honesty I believe she thought it was easier to collect a check from the
state than to get a job or use it as a stepping stone to better her education
or to help protect her craft. She used to be one of the best hair stylists in
the “hood.” My mother pushed and pushed her to only use welfare, the
system that she’d become reliant on, to get back in school, to be able to
legally do what she was best at and make her own way. To not have to
depend on the “system” forever. Needless, to say she chose otherwise
and ended up in a bad situation. By 1993 she’d had both of my nephews
and my niece was on the way. By 1996 she was raising three kids on her
own with nowhere to go but mom’s house, no real education, no job, and
no income, which in my opinion is a dream candidate for the “welfare
system.” They start off offering assistance with income via food stamps
and with kids, cash also. They offer housing under Section 8. They offer
help with schooling and in some cases help with child care supervision
(babysitters) while you go to school. This all sounds good until you think
about the cost, a cost you don’t see coming until it’s too late. It’s too late
17
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because by the time she and other young women become aware of the
traps they’re already entangled.
Through my Black Women in the Justice System class I have come
across several pieces of information, that combined with my personal
knowledge, show how the welfare system has become criminalized after
1996. In 1996 then-President Bill Clinton signed “The Welfare Reform
Act,” which allowed people (including many women of color) to be criminalized by the state if they had ever been arrested for drug cases and
were on welfare, or tried to get out and get assistance through welfare.
According to the “American Constitution Society for Law and Policy”
(A.C.S.) study conducted in 2010 by a group of individuals mainly a Ms.
Geneva Brown, after the war on drugs kicked off it “created a tidal wave
of legislation meant to socially and legally ostracize drug offenders.”
Brown went on to explain that longer prison sentences didn’t satisfy the
desire to punish drug users and offenders, there was also a termination of
funding for welfare, subsidies, education and housing for individuals with
drug convictions This was yet another attack on black women released
from prisons that kept them from services to help them get on their feet
and be successful in a social and legal standing. Brown also explains the
truth, which is, that most of our communities suffer from poverty, poor
education, high unemployment rates and high incarceration rates. Those
who do get caught in a drug case are further stigmatized from participating
in society and for the most part return to the streets. I totally agree. The
same A.C.S. piece by Ms. Brown, on “Public Assistance,” explains that
under the landmark “Welfare Reform” legislation passed by the Clinton
administration, it was made so that seven consequences and restrictions
were placed on those seeking eligibility for public assistance for drug
offenders. They were banned for life.
The P.R.W.O.R.A. reduces benefits if you’ve committed a drug offense
and are apart of a family where someone gets assistance. The Public
Assistance ban prevents 35,000 African American women from receiving
benefits. Congress has even found a way to prevent you from receiving an
education if you’ve had a drug offense. Housing is even in jeopardy. There
are problems on top of problems.
I looked back at a hand out from Black Women in the Justice System
class called “Breaking Women,” looking at a couple of the major themes.
With penal welfarism it becomes a double edge sword because the services that they give you in one way or another are restricted. This is a
camouflaged form of control. You also have to be aware of the person
living next door or down the block that’s on welfare that’ll report you.
“Institutionalization” and “Institutionalized racism.” We become police
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to those just like us because we believe “if they looking at you they ain’t
gone bother you.” This warped mind state further entraps our women
and us as a couple. The powers that be are just sitting back looking and
allowing (us) to trap us. At an alarming rate black women have become
involved in the system (jail) for one reason or another in some study just
about as much as black men if not, now, more. That’s in fact because now
the light (so to speak) is on them because black men are at the top of the
list for incarceration rates. So now they target our women: our mothers,
our sisters, our daughters etc. Some women are victims first before they
catch a charge for drugs or other crimes, for instance some type of felony.
I’ve learned that at young ages our sister are molested, raped, beaten,
misused, misguided, mentally abused and confused, and not nurtured
to become the women that can have a chance early on and in some cases
later on in adulthood. It’s sad to say but what (our) society believed, and
in some cases still believes, was okay just wasn’t. A lot of things that I did
as as a boy I now know were sexual abuse, mental abuse and just wrong.
These things push our women to commit such crimes as using drugs,
being in the streets, sleeping with men and in some cases women, to get
what they believe is love. They think it’s okay because they don’t know
any better. I said all of this to shed light on our situation, on our problem.
I know my paper is on welfare but in order to understand and get to the
root of the problem of how these women, our women, my sister, our sisters,
are becoming entangled in these webs set by the state we have to first look
into the horrible history from which they come. Not making any excuses
for them but shedding light on the truth of the matter. To bring this all
into perspective. The system tends to not grasp or want to grasp the fact
that before these women get into trouble they have certain things that
provide an avenue or push them to commit crimes or start taking drugs.
Instead of further victimizing them we should try to get an understanding
and help the problem instead of compounding it. These women need a
helping hand. They need to know that at least somebody has their backs,
has their best interest at hand.
My sister felt like someone always wanted to take something from her
instead of help. Sadly to say my sister is still in the streets, living house to
house. She is on drugs and doing God knows what to get by. She’s close to
50 years old and has no type of direction as to what she should do. She’s
only doing what she feels is best for her. This is the story for most of our
sisters, only doing what they feel they can cause of the hands they were
dealt, not only by us but by the system also. I sit and think every night
when it’s quiet and try to figure out what I could’ve done better then and
what I can do now to help somebody else’s sister not go down that road,
as well as to figure out how to help my own sister.
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I came up with a few things: 1) Encourage my sisters, our sisters, to
talk to us and tell us how we can help. Because we can try to come up with
all the solutions in the world but if these sisters don’t help us then we’re
still lost. 2) Those that are able, invest in us. Invest in our communities in
order to pull some sisters back. Take the control from the welfare system
and the powers that be (my sister has been to jail so many times we don’t
have a count). 3) Study to figure out, like I have through the PNAP class
Black Women in the Justice System, how we’ve played a part in this cycle
and take measures to prevent it in the future. 4) Pay attention to the signs,
once you’re aware. 5) And last, but certainly not least, learn how to make
a change within the system. By this I mean learn who you’re voting for
and what their policies are, learn if they help or hurt this cause.
I truly believe that our mindset on issues involving us need to change
for the best. We can’t keep overlooking the obvious. There is too much
weight on the shoulders of our communities that is being capitalized off
of. We need to start lifting some of the weight which will leave us and our
sisters less out there in the open for them and us to be capitalized off of. I’m
just begging my people to wake up before it’s too late. I’m talking mainly
to our sisters but trust and believe it’s a community problem.

Black Women and the Criminal Justice System
by John F. Johnson
Introduction
This report examines how the use of drugs by Black women has increased their chances of being criminalized or forced in the criminal
justice system. Arrests and convictions of drug offenders among African
American women has reached an unprecedented high.
Background
According to the Deprivation Theory discussed in class and in the
assigned readings, low socioeconomic status is associated with criminal
activity, especially robbery, burglary and larceny. There is a strong inverse
relationship between class and adult criminality. For example, Alicia had
been in and out of prison and community based correctional facilities
throughout her adult life. Most of her convictions were for relatively minor
offenses like petty theft, prostitution, and forgery, but over the last few
years she began to rack up a series of drug charges beginning with simple
possession and extending to drug trafficking. Her most recent conviction,
for possession of crack cocaine with intent to sell, resulted in a sentence
of three to five years in prison.
In 1980, drug offenders constituted over 4% of the state’s prison population, but by 1990 amid the drug war, they represented nearly 20% of
the prison population. African Americans bore the brunt of the state’s
incarceration boom and in particular, the “get tough” penalties for drug
crimes. In 2000, African Americans made up 20% of the state’s general
population, 64% of its prison population, and 87% of those serving time
on a drug offense. Over the twenty-year period from 1980 to 2000, incarceration rates for both Whites and Blacks grew, but the number of
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incarcerated Blacks grew much faster while the overall proportion of
Whites in the prison population declined. This was true for both male
and female prisoners. In terms of gender, African American women were
incarceration at five times the rate of White women. Indeed, by 2000
roughly two thirds of women prisoners were African American. While
African American women have always been overrepresented among the
state’s prison population, the drug war marked the first time that they
became a clear majority of women sentenced to prison. It bears noting that
these statistics, particularly trends in race, drug offenses and incarceration
among women, mirror national trends from 1980 through 2000. These
studies focused exclusively on women’s involvement in the drugs-crime
nexus. For example, a 1991 survey of 128 incarcerated women administered by a state sentencing commission reported that 55% had been
convicted of at least one drug-related crime and 100% admitted to using
heroin, cocaine, or speed in the six months prior to their incarceration.
In a follow-up study of 258 incarcerated women done by the Department
of Corrections four years later, nearly one third reported either selling or
trafficking illicit drugs. These surveys are showing that we’ve got a real
crisis on our hands, one that is affecting not just men, but for the first time,
women. Among our new commitments (to the women’s prison) 90% report
using a drug other than alcohol in the last ninety days. That’s shocking
and what’s worse, they’re not getting any drug treatment.
It bears emphasizing that these survey’s perceptions regarding a drug
epidemic among African Americans are flawed. Survey data consistently demonstrate that a greater percentage of Whites use drugs than do
African Americans across virtually every drug category. So, for example,
the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse reports that in 1998, there
were an estimated 9.9 million Whites and two million African Americans
using illicit drugs. Four times as many whites used cocaine compared to
African Americans. Even in the case of crack cocaine, the number of White
drug users exceeded African Americans by three times. Nonetheless, a
comparison of drug users to drug arrest reveals that between 1979 and
1998, a disproportionately higher percentage of African American drug
offenders were arrested compared to White drug offenders. This is true
for both men and women.
The components are evident from this information. The first is that
beginning in the mid 1980’s, women offenders acquired sudden visibility
in the eyes of the state. Their drug use, criminal involvement, and prison
admissions were the subject of several internal Department of Corrections
reports and state sponsored research studies. Although women certainly
did not occupy center stage in the theater of policy makers’ concerns
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(young, African American men continued to hold this spot), they were no
longer the correctional afterthoughts of the decade before. Second, state
actors, particularly prison staff, were quick to point out that incoming
prisoners were different, in terms of their offense history and behavior
in prison, than were the “girls” of the past. Drug use figured prominently
in this distinction. Third, race and the “presumed” moral decay of Black
urban neighborhoods became a central frame of reference as state actors
endeavored to make sense of it all — the rates of women’s incarceration,
their participation in drug crimes, and the perception that they were
“acting crazy” in prison. Collectively, they sourced the crisis erupting in
the prison system to a larger social problem involving morality, drugs and
crime in impoverished urban neighborhoods (confirming the urbanization, deprivation and strain theories). African American incarceration
rates for women appear to be an inevitable consequence of their own
behavior and choices rather than as a function of poverty or broader
changes in the criminal justice policy (confirming the maturation and
self-concept theories). For example, the source of the prison’s problems
with overcrowding, recidivism, and disorder lay in poor, predominantly
African American neighborhoods. Drugs are destroying these inner-city
communities and are spilling the predatory types into our communities,
our playgrounds and parks. The urbanization theory of structuring criminal opportunities that provides increased exposure to pro-criminal in
norms and skills, to have more fully developed illegitimate opportunity
structures, and to have weak, informal social control. The consequence was
that urban areas were facing a “morality crisis” that not only exacerbated
the drug crime problem, but also threatened the “integrity” of the welfare
system and the “stability” of the prison system. The perception is that
African American women have done just about anything to get drugs
and have been labelled as “crack whores.” Others will just have babies and
cheat the system and be labeled as “welfare queens.”
The availability and quality of drug treatment services often do not
match the needs of women in prison. For example, 60% of women in
state prisons have a history of drug dependency. During incarceration
only 1 in 5 women in state prisons and 1 in 8 women in federal prisons
with a history of substance abuse receive treatment (The Sentencing
Project Research and Advocacy Reform). An estimated 4 in 10 women
who committed violence crimes were perceived by the victims as being
under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs at the time of the crime. In
“Women’s Health Behind Bars: Not So Black and Orange,” Jaimie Meyer
writes: “Tina lay bloated with end-stage liver disease, too sick to return to
her jail cell. There was too much time on her sentence for drug possession
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to consider discharge home. As a prisoner, she was unlikely to be considered for a liver transplant. She had just turned 45 years old.” According to
the International Center for Prison Studies’ World Female Imprisonment
List, nearly one-third of the world’s female inmates are in the U.S. In the
past decade, the population of incarcerated men in the U.S. has increased
400 percent, while the population of incarcerated women has exploded
800 percent.
Statistics
Alcohol problems (binge drinking, drinking, dependency) are more
frequently related to intimate partner violence for African Americans than
for Whites or Hispanics. In a nationally representative survey conducted
in 1996, 29% of African American women and 12% of African American
men reported at least one instance of violence from an intimate partner.
Black women comprise 8% of the U.S. population but in 2005 accounted
for 22% of the intimate partner homicide victims and 29% of all female
victims of intimate partner homicide. Black women who are battered have
more physical ailments, mental health issues, are less likely to practice
safe sex, and are more likely to abuse substances during pregnancy than
Black women without a history of abuse. Nearly 6 in 10 female murderers
are Black. The age distribution of White and Black female murderers is
quite similar, though among older offenders (50 or older) Black females
account for less than half of Black murder charges.
About 6 in 10 women in state prison described themselves as using
drugs in the month before the offense, 5 in 10 described themselves as a
daily user of drugs, and 4 in 10 were under the influence of drugs at the
time of the offense. Nearly 1 in 3 women serving time in state prisons said
they had committed the offense which brought them to prison in order
to obtain money to support their need for drugs. Nearly 56% of women
substance abusers in state prisons compared to 41% of males had ever
been in substance abuse treatment. And 20% of women and 14% of men
had received such treatment since prison admission. Nearly a third of
both men and women inmates with substance abuse problems indicated
that they had participated in some other type of voluntary program such
as Alcoholic Anonymous or Narcotics Anonymous since entering prison.
By 2001, the total number of persons ever imprisoned was 5.6 million,
with 1.9 million African American men and 231,000 African American
women in that population. African American imprisonment increased 20%
since 1974 and imprisonment of African American women doubled. At the
end of 2008, 2.4 million people were in prisons. Of the 1.6 million inmates
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in state and federal prisons, African American males composed the largest
incarcerated population with 591,900. African American women numbered 29,100. U.S. incarceration rates for 2008 averaged 506 per 100,000.
The disproportionate nature of African American incarceration rates
became more pronounced when understanding that African Americans
are only 12.9% of the U.S. population. For African American males, incarceration rates numbered 3,161 per 100,000. African American women
prisoners numbered 149 per 100,000. At particular points in the historic
arc of the war on drugs, African American men and women became the
most incarcerated populations in the United States. “Women in Prison,”
a Department of Justice Report published in 1991, noted that women
who are most likely in prison were black, aged 25 to 34, unemployed,
never been married, high school graduates or holders of a GED with some
college. Overall, African American women are seven times more likely to
be incarcerated over their lifetime than White women.
Recommendations
Develop community-based responses to violence that do not rely on
the criminal justice system. Transformative practices emerging from
local communities should be documented and disseminated to promote
collective responses to violence.
Promote holistic political education at the everyday level within our
communities, specifically in regard to how sexual violence helps reproduce
the colonial, racist, capitalist, heterosexist, and patriarchal society we live
in as well as how state violence produces interpersonal violence within
communities.
Place poor working class women of color in the center of their analysis,
organizing practices, and leadership development. Recognize the role of
economic oppression, welfare “reform” and attacks on women workers’
rights in increasing women’s vulnerability to all forms of violence and
locate anti-violence and anti-prison activism alongside efforts to transform
the capitalist economic system.
Oppose legislative change that promotes prison expansion, criminalization of poor communities and communities of color and thus state
violence against women of color, even if these changes also incorporate
measures to support victims of interpersonal gender violence.
Challenge men of color and all men in social justice movements to take
particular responsibility to address and organize around gender violence
in their communities as a primary strategy for addressing violence and
colonialism. We challenge men to address how their own histories of
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victimization have hindered their ability to establish gender justice in
their communities.
Link struggles of personal transformation and healing with struggles
for social justice.
Conclusion
Drugs are one of the major reasons for building a new women’s prison.
There’s almost no place you can go in a city without being able to get
drugs. And guess what? Nowadays you’re likely to buy it from a woman
as opposed to a man. According to the article “From Good Girls to Real
Criminals,” no one just up and tries crack. You have to be already addicted
to a drug since addiction is “about the person” not the drug. The article
claims that incoming prisoners were “persistent” offenders who possessed
“criminogenic” personality traits. According to the Webster’s new World
Dictionary, the word addict is defined as to “give assent, to give oneself
up (to some strong habit); usually in a passive voice.” A more common
rendering of the Greek word for “addict” is “appointed” or “ordained.” We
usually think of an addict or addiction in a negative manner, but it can have
a good meaning. For example, take the Biblical verse of First Corinthian 16,
verse 15, “Ye know the house of Stephanas, that is the first fruits of Achaia
and that they have addicted themselves to the ministry of the saints.” This
verse means that the entire family, not just Mom and Dad, were serving
the saints. We get to serve one another, and we ourselves receive blessings
through serving. It means to be addicted to the ministry of serving the
saints. Another translation is hospitality. This is an opportunity to send
our older girls to help young mothers who are overwhelmed with work.
I believe that mandatory training should start early in our homes. We
must love our children. That will deter negative behavior. We must not
embitter our children or they will be discouraged. We should expose them
to a positive Center of Influence such as Church, a little league program,
Boy/Girl Scouts. As they become adolescents, expose them to playing an
instrument, a Jack and Jill Mentoring Program and other cultural activities.
As African American males, we have to acknowledge the reality of
the racial and class oppression that we experience while simultaneously
challenge ourselves to engage in self examination and be accountable for
our abusive and violent behavior towards women. If we treat our women
like we treat ourselves (not physically or mentally harming ourselves), we
would be better role models for our children to emulate, thus addressing
some of our issues at the root or the beginning. This process can avoid
the victimization theory that we are immoral, violent, unsocialized,
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hypersexual, criminogenic, and impervious to traditional mechanisms
of social control. Our women will no longer cling to their victimization
and not be able to move on from it. They’ve adopted a victim role, however,
we (men) have been victimized too, but we cannot wallow in it.
Finally, I believe that our physical environment (community) can have
an impact on our children. This will alleviate the urbanization theory by
providing a strategic community-based engagement that is necessary for
changing the social and cultural climate for our youth. It is our responsibility as men to research our demographics and provide a healthy physical
environment for our children. This could ensure a quality education for
our children thus alleviating the Deprivation, Strain and Social Control
theories. While African American males are socialized in similar ways
to other racial and ethnic groups, our historic and cultural experiences
have shaped our gender relations in a unique way. African American
males’ particular brand of sexism has been shaped by racism, with its deep
roots in slavery. Many social scientists assert that the tensions between
Africa American men and women can be traced to the slave experience.
The experiences took away the roles that defined men and women in
our culture. Men could no longer expect to fulfill their roles as warriors,
husbands and, most importantly, fathers. Men are the vision makers and
it is imperative that we incorporate our wives, sons, and daughters to live
out the vision. The African American community has been forced into
a matriarchal structure, which is out of line with the rest of American
society and hinders the progress of the group as a whole. It imposes the
burden of the African American male to the female. We must have an
understanding of the family that deeply impacts the minds, bodies, and
souls. Society presumes male leadership in private and public affairs.
The arrangements of society facilitate such leadership and reward it. A
subculture, such as that of the African Americans, in which this is not the
pattern, is placed at a distinct disadvantage.
When I was eleven years old, my cousins and I watched a pair of robins
build their nest. It was very interesting to watch the little robins grow.
At first we didn’t notice any activity from within the nest until feeding
time. Then the little bird heads with beaks wide open would stretch up
expectantly. Soon the little birds were big enough to stand up and flap
their wings. What was more interesting is that there was a heavy rain
one day and from the upstairs window of my uncle’s house, we could see
the mother robin sitting there with her wings outstretched to cover her
nest. Water was streaming off her feathers as she shielded her little ones
from the elements of nature. The instinct of this bird in the rainstorm
is a challenge to all of our Black men. Do we protect our children from
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the things that may be harmful to them while they are young and easily
influenced? With the help of God, I believe we can instruct our children
and help them overcome the natural inclinations that will result in not
being criminalized or forced into the judicial system.
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Black Women in the Justice System
Black Women in Domestic Violence
Black Women in Rape
Black Women in Molestation
Black Women in Incest
by Amhir Jr.
I chose to give a gist on the variety of topics discussed in the Black
Women in the Justice System class for the simple fact that this is my reality,
my life. I myself have never put forth such action on black women, but the
women that are important to me, women that have influenced the man I
am as well as the man I’m becoming, have suffered from these traumatic
experiences by the actions of black men, in the form of relatives and close
friends/associates. These injustices happen everyday to all women but
women of color, “the black women,” are more susceptible to these forms
of violence by the hands of black men. Why is that?
My mother whom I love, cherish and respect dearly was molested,
raped and forced to have incestuous relations with her cousin. This pattern went on for years all the way to adulthood. Her cousin had many
manipulative ways to accomplish his task, not only with her but also
several other female relatives, from narcotics, monetary possessions,
currency and even promising things to the children to push his agenda
for sexual satisfaction.
Unbeknownst to my sister and her female relatives, they all suffered
from the same or similar experiences that their mothers lived through.
This form of behavior was so common it became the norm as if such
actions were passed down through generations (hereditary), predestined.
These beautiful, loving, important women in my life all experienced this
adversity but never talk about the struggle that they all share. The hard
part about this ordeal is it’s not a secret but sacred, if that makes any sense.
I have a niece — a beautiful, bright, smart, intelligent young adult.
She was molested by her great uncle on her mother’s side as a baby.
Considering her youth at the time she may not remember the details
because she was so young her memory wasn’t developed yet, then again,
babies are smart and no one knows what went on in her mind? How long
did his abuse last before her great uncle was caught in the act?
29
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Female friend walking home snatched and ganged raped by a group
of black men then left in a garage.
Female friend left in foster care molested, raped, sexually, mentally,
physically and emotional abused by her foster family.
Sister who was incarcerated serving 40 years for murder.
Female cousin raped and tortured.
Mother mentally, physically and emotionally abused by her father.
My perspective is that men that put women and kids through these
sick, sadistic situations are in desperate need of some psychiatric help.
These individuals may have suffered from the same experiences that they
inflict upon black women, learned behavior! Insecurity issues, lack of
affection, afraid of rejection. This is no scapegoat to excuse the individuals
who put black women, and women in general, through these life-altering
situations. The point of the matter is how do we solve the epidemic?
Statistics shows many things, however it does not show how to bring a
positive solution to the problem.
We as an ethnic group have to take action instead of reacting. We all
have a job, duty, obligation, purpose as human beings, all of us need healing
of some sort. It starts with being open, willing to listen, sharing trials and
tribulations because who knows what the other is feeling or experiencing
in their daily lives. Something as simple as communication can prevent
these things from transpiring or detect them before they do.
The key to any relationship in life is trust, communication, and understanding. With these three components we can make a major difference in
“our” society. Black women are our foundation, they are the backbone to
every family. Despite the dominance of the black man, the black woman
makes the world go round! We as black men have to recognize and be
conscious of this, the black woman is many great things. But they are not a
threat to “us” in any form. She is the black man’s most prized possession!
She look to the black man for shelter, protection, strength, uplifting,
fulfillment, approval, and self-worth to a degree. “We” have to understand/
realize that we are the problem and the solution. We have more influence
over “our” society than we care to admit, it starts and ends with “us.” “We”
have to move accordingly, be more responsible and accountable for the
things we say, the images “we” put out of ourselves and the black woman.
“We” are a reflection of each other, if we are better black men, the black
woman wants to be better for us, and vice-versa.

Black Women, Domestic Violence,
and Law Enforcement
by Doiakah Gray
The Illinois Domestic Violence Act passed in the State of Illinois was
designed to protect a person (mainly women) from abuse, neglect, and/or
exploitation. The Domestic Violence Act provides for accessible services
that allow an abused woman to seek medical attention, accessible transportation, shelter and safety as well as an emergency order of protection.
The spirit of the laws across the United States that help the abused flee
from the abuser are morally sound and social necessary. While the law
is well intended, its practice and application is not. This is found in the
fact that once a person has been intertwined in a domestic quarrel and
contacts law enforcement, the process that is ideally envisioned is not the
process that actually takes place. Immediately, the spouse (alleged abuser)
is arrested; taken into custody; indicted; prosecuted (often convicted); and
sentenced (most likely to a term of imprisonment).
This interaction with law enforcement and the legal system causes
the alleged offending spouse to be incarcerated, resulting in the loss of
employment and the recipient of the infamous scarlet letter, a felony
conviction, which leads to chronic unemployment. The woman who
once sought only assistance and intervention from law enforcement has
now become the unwitting driving force behind the incarceration and
removal of one of the members of her household, creating a single parent
household. Not only does the loss of employment and income occur, but
the children do not have the essential daily guidance and contact of both
parents.
There is no question that many women need protection from abusive
spouses. However, many household domestic disputes only require a third
party intervention to detach the domestic partner from an emotional
debate that may have become heated but not physically violent. The intervening party should function to separate the spouses for enough time
to allow the spouses to settle down. In other words, both the man and the
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woman should be allowed an opportunity to step back from the domestic
dispute and rethink a solution to the problem. This approach to domestic
disagreements does not override the importance of protecting women in
dangerously violent situations.
The National Black Women’s Health Project identified domestic violence as the number one public health issue for women of African ancestry.
Therefore, the collective survival of the race is threatened by domestic
violence, and consequently, this is not a private issue but a public issue
that must be addressed. The issue is clear, domestic violence must be
stopped, but it cannot be done by re-victimizing the victim. That is, by
making her call law enforcement, the triggering factor to arresting her
spouse, then threatening criminal prosecution if she refuses to come to
court and testify against her spouse.
If the couple is not involved in a reoccurring physically abusive domestic relationship, and law enforcement is called for an intervention for
the domestic couple, the approach should be to deescalate the issue and
make the proper referral to the practicing professionals who can provide
the spouses with essential help needed to preserve the relationship for
a healthy home life. When the police are called to a home for a domestic
situation, law enforcements first approach should not be to criminalize
the spouse making the call and neither should the other spouse be criminalized without an indication that a crime has been committed. Often,
law enforcement and the legal system convolute domestic matters and
break down the two-parent, family home. There must be a new and fair
model of thinking about law enforcement’s intervention of domestic calls.

Black Women & The Criminal Justice System
by Kevin Blumenberg
In my writing I’ll attempt to make the correlation between Black
women being criminalized. Finding its roots in slavery with radicalized
discriminatory laws and policies enacted to imprison and entrap Black
women, compelling them to violence. Facilitated through institutional
racism and persist poverty in urban communities that produce created
conditions.
Introduction: Why is it Important, Why Does it Matter?
As an African American man I understand the importance of African
American women (Black women), and women period, in the lives of
men, our families, and society over all. Women, especially in the African
American communities, are the repositories of African American beliefs,
culture, history and values. Black women are our first teachers, care givers,
protectors, providers, nurturers, guiding us in a foreign world in hopes of
preparing us for how to survive and thrive in it. Our socialization begins
with women. African American women are being oppressed, repressed,
discriminated against and criminalized at an alarming rate. This means
our children, families, households and future generations even, the fabric
of society in this country, all face a great loss. Who will educate our future
generations to lead? How can we be fruitful and multiply as productive
humans if our very teachers are criminalized, imprisoned and systematically prevented from reaching their true status in life, as Black women,
as Americans? As a Black man it is important because without Black
women there can be no preproduction of Black men or Black children.
As a woman it should be important to you because without women there
could be no life. There is no separating Black men from Black women.
Their plights are our plights, our struggles are one, we are one. Why is it
important, why does it matter? Where and whom did we “all” come from?
The Black Woman!
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“I would rather die than go on living as a neutral, not daring to call
good & evil by their proper names, not daring to live my last ounce
of blood for the oppressed.”
—P’ere Vincent Lebbe (1877–1940), Apostle to the Chinese

There has always been a connection between Black women, race, case
laws, discrimination and criminalization finding roots from slavery to
modern times. As Angela Y. Davis state in her book Are Prisons Obsolete?:
“The slave system defined Black people as chattel. Since women, no less
than men, were viewed as profitable labor-units, they might as well have
been genderless as far as the slaveholders were concerned. In the words of
one scholar, “the slave woman was first a full-time worker for her owner,
and only incidentally a wife, mother and homemaker” (pg. 5). Under
segregation Black people were legally declared underclass citizens and
voting rights, jobs, education and housing rights were drastically curtailed,
if they were available at all (Davis, pg. 25). Slave codes were the laws that
deprived enslaved human beings of virtually all rights (Davis, pg. 26).
After the supposed abolition of slavery, “former slave states passed new
legislation revising the Slave Codes in order to regulate the behavior of
free black slaves in ways similar to those that had existed during slavery.
The new Black Codes proscribed a range of actions — such as vagrancy,
absence from work, breach of job contracts, the possession of firearms, and
insulting gestures or acts” (Davis, pg. 28). The punishment for breaking
these laws were truly enforced when you were Black. As slavery began
to transform its ways a new criminal justice system appeared with Black
people being one of the primary targets that would now feed a new slave
system. The conditions after slavery at that time deprived Black people
of meaningful ways to make money, provide for themselves and their
families. Education was basically non-existent. Because of inadequate
social services to help the slave’s circumstances, some were compelled
to crime in order to survive.
In Women, Race and Crime by Gary D. Hill and Elizabeth M. Crawford
(North Caroline State University) they explain the deprivation theory.
This theory argues that “low socioeconomic status, independent of status
frustration, is likely to be associated with criminal activity, especially with
conventional crimes of gain” (Thornberry & Farnworth 1982). For the
purpose of this writing, let’s assume these theories are correct.
In the urbanism theory it has been stressed that “a venerable tradition
in criminological theory the importance of the urban environment of
constructing criminal opportunities. Urban environments have been
argued to provide increase exposure to pro-criminal norms and skills,
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to have more fully developed illegitimate opportunity structures, and to
have weak informal social controls” (Hill & Crawford).
Social control theories “attribute delinquency to the failure of the
family to provide effective informal social control and/or conventional normative socialization…Another venerable tradition is to assign the family
and its control/socialization functions greater importance in explaining
the delinquency of girls than of boys. While reaffirming the importance of
the family in social bonding control theory extends the prosocial effects
of bonding to attachment to, and involvement with, conventional social
groups, such as churches, schools, & community & legitimate occupational
organizations” (Hill & Crawford).
After slavery many Black women living in a low socioeconomic status
suffered from the effects of the deprivation theory. Being deprived of economical opportunities, living in an environment void of resources which
structured opportunities for crime, and more fully developed illegitimate
opportunities, which is the concept of urbanism theory. These theories
went along with institutional structures of racism which deprived Black
women of meaningful opportunities to make advances: socially, politically,
educationally and financially. Additionally, race-based discriminatory
laws that compelled Black women to violence and criminality, which
helped to fill the new slave system of prison and the criminal justice
system. Black women’s criminality was, and is, by design. Many people
believed that during those days, and even now, that slavery was abolished.
However, it was not. It only transformed itself like a chameleon does to
stay undetected in order to survive. Informal social control and normative
socialization produced the social control theories. Creating an atmosphere
for entrapment and the criminalization of Black women. Transformation
is a process of changing one’s appearance, not necessarily one’s ways.
In 1971 Richard Nixon and his administration pushed for getting
tough on crime. In the 1980s Reagan argued for longer sentences and
imprisonment arguing that it would keep communities safe. From Nixon
to Bill Clinton, they all passed oppressive laws that have continued to
evolve. Clinton’s bill the “Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act” ended welfare and replaced it with Temporary
Assistance to needy families which imposed a 5 year life-time limit on
welfare assistance. (See: Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow, pg. 56).
Clinton’s bill was strengthened in 1996 with the Anti Drug Abuse Act
by adding the “one strike initiative,” authorizes local public housing
authorities (P.H.A.s) to evict tenants for drug-related activity, on or off
the premises of P.H.A. units. The provision provides authorities with the
discretion to evict residents for drug related activity even in instances
in which the tenant didn’t know, could not foresee, or could not control
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behavior by other occupants of the unit. Also in 1996, the government
passed the Housing Opportunity Program Eviction Act. Under the law,
P.H.A.s may request criminal history information from law enforcement
to screen applicants for housing or tenants for eviction. P.H.A.s can use
board discretionary power to deny public, Section 8, and other federally
assisted housing to anyone who has had any involvement in a drug related
or violent crime, regardless of time passed since the offense. These Acts
criminalize any tenant, including Black women, for not being “junior
police” and reporting any form of drug related criminal activity. Not even
considering it could put their lives in danger in their community. This
also criminalizes people who may be drug addicts. Instead of treating sick
people who need help and medication they punish them in such a gross
way that ensures that they become disenfranchised. Reverting back to
earlier slavery days — people are unable to vote once convicted, unable
to seek adequate housing, financial assistance, educational assistance
and their kids may be forced into foster homes thus disturbing the family.
(See: The Sentencing Project).
Black women are being criminalized by default if evicted when one is
ignorant of others’ actions. If a child who used to live with their mother
and be on the lease gets arrested for a drug offense when they are 18 years
old and living on their own and P.H.A. finds this info, the mother can
be evicted and lose financial benefits and opportunities for educational
advances. Not by her own hands but by her child’s who no longer lives with
her who caught a drug arrest not on P.H.A. property but else where. How
is that fair? Once evicted one becomes destitute, destabilized, despondent
and despairing, producing the strain theory.
These theories connect criminality with frustration produced by
blocked access to opportunities to achieve culturally accepted goals
(Cohen, 1955). Because of this oppressive act criminalization has heightened, compelling one to crimes of gain for survival under the deprivation
theory which argues low socioeconomic status, independent of status
frustration, is likely to be associated with criminal activity, especially with
conventional crimes of gain. The Liberation theory/Gender socialization
is also heightened here and compels actions. The theories explore whether
crime is measured by societal definition and reactions or by behavior.
There is a long tradition in criminology of anticipating higher levels of
crime among lower status persons. Their crime is measured by societal
definitions and teachings set in place by policies that make people living
in P.H.A. vulnerable to criminality by others’ actions, plus its a discretionary act by P.H.A. These Acts and policies increase ones’ chances of
criminality as your status in life and community has been drastically
lowered once evicted by P.H.A. Black women are victims of legalized
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abuse and oppression under these policies. Yet, foolish people call Bill
Clinton America’s 1st Black president. It’s like a slap across your back
with a whip by your own hands to think so, and to think so means you’re
suffering from internalized oppression. Clinton’s policies have helped
to open the flood gates to criminality and imprisoning Black women at
a rate that’s unbelievable. A simple possession of marijuana could leave
one homeless, a policy set and enforced by a president who admitted he
smoked marijuana but didn’t inhale.
This didn’t stop him from living in the white house, but in his view it
should prevent single Black women and mothers from having housing
in P.H.A., educational assistance, financial aid and the power to vote.
These policies, if any Black woman falls victim to them, all but ensure
she becomes powerless. It lowers her socioeconomic status, economical opportunities, access to meaningful employment and ability to gain
housing. Ultimately, these laws heighten the criminality of Black women
and supply the criminal injustice system who created these oppressive
laws and institutions with a fresh new commodity of Black women to
feed the prison industry which is the new slave system. Social control is
being exercised in such a sophisticated way that it goes unnoticed by those
ignorant to the ways of this beast, as one is paralyzed by fear, coercion and
intimidation under the pretext of a war on drugs, and get tough on crime.
In an effort to win votes for political power the war cry has been “get
tough on crime” and it’s a war on drugs, with Black women being the
causality. From 1980 to 2010 Black women’s incarcerations numbers
have increased by 646% from 15,118 to 112,797, out-pacing black men
and anyone else (From The Sentencing Project). Every party in a bravado and self assured way tries to show and prove who is the toughest
while Black women become more and more criminalized, discriminated
against, oppressed, marginalized, deprived of access to meaningful help,
depreciated, deposition in their households, disenfranchised and led
to the slaughter house like lost sheep into a system with institutional
racism and misogynistic views where criminalization and prison industries confluence for profits and social control. Because of institutional
racism and persistent urban poverty, many Black women that live in these
conditions and communities are reluctant to seek help from inadequate
welfare services, police, or other agencies. Because of these misgivings
those Black women are left in a hopeless situation that may cause them
to become criminalized and abused in relationships as they seek to fend
for themselves and their families.
In Beth Richie’s book Compelled to Violence, some Black women
became compelled to violence because of family circumstances with
unavailable and inadequate institutional services. Instead of being treated
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like a battered woman that needs help they are often treated like criminals.
Poor institutional structures help to facilitate criminalization. Some Black
women are socialized in their families to have status and it means something, it is powerful. Once it is lost through evictions from P.H.A. under
Clinton’s policies and one becomes disenfranchised, the ability to propel
yourself in society is monumentally difficult. Socializing institutions
of society play a major role in one’s growth and development, success
or failure in society. Three of the socializing institutions in this society
of America are the educational institutions, our families, and laws set
in place to govern over lives. These are all used to help assimilate us as
Americans. Often times the break down in family structures for Black
women begins the onset of possible partner abuse which increases her
chances of criminalization.
Under Clinton’s policies Black women fall victim to the possibility of
abuse in relationships as a reaction to oppressive laws, inequalities and
lack of meaningful social resources. In Compelled to Violence it was determined that 80% of women detained at Rikers Island Correctional Center
lived at or below poverty. And drug related offenses were economically
motivated crimes. They lived marginally at risk of unemployment without
economic cushions, and under Clinton’s policies these numbers will
continue to increase. Once those women lose their ability for education,
housing and financial help it increases their chances of participating in
motivated crimes for gain. Gender entrapment is also likely to compel
one to crime as a result of these abusive policies. Many of these Black
women were penalized for not relying on a failed system for help — the
same system that seeks to criminalize them through policies and laws set
in place by presidents from Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, George Bush,
and Bill Clinton. In this instance, Black women are being criminalized
and imprisoned when they are victims of created conditions through
persistent abuse, conditions that have compelled some to crime and violence. Do you blame a slave for behaving as a slave when he or she has been
conditioned to be one? Do you blame the victim who has been abducted
and put through physical abuse, intimidation, and threats of violence? Who
out of fear does what is necessary in order to survive? Do you treat them
as criminals or people who need help? Domestic abuse and legal abuse is
being carried out against Black women in this country through coercion
and threats as policies are made to bolster influences by law enforcement
to be aggressive in their efforts to imprison Black women with financial
incentives from government as a reaction to oppressive laws being made
that target a certain group of people, Black women.
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Conclusion
In order to stop or at least slow down this onslaught of abuse, criminalization and the imprisonment of Black women we must “B.r.i.n.g.
A.w.a.r.e.n.e.s.s.” Awareness must first be established concerning the
inequalities, disparities and race-based oppressive laws. Awareness of
the damage these laws and policies are having on Black women, their
families, communities and society as a whole.
Black men must start to value Black woman and stop being abusive
towards her, himself and his family. To abuse her is to abuse a nation. Our
introduction into life begins with her. Collective conversations should
take place in communities to bring awareness to these issues that effect
our families and our communities.
Draconian laws & policies need to be addressed, challenged and
changed through collective political power through voting. Programs
should be set in place to offer real help, solutions, and to ensure a safe
place for women to come to. Housing benefits, educational and financial
help to better women, women in P.H.A., and those returning to society. We
must listen and Black men must step up to be responsible, loving men in
our communities to our families and most importantly to Black women.
“B.r.i.n.g. A.w.a.r.e.n.e.s.s.”
B-Bringing
R-Responsibility
I-Into
N-Neighborhood
G-Gatherings
A-Awareness
W-Within
A-Awakes
R-Reasons to
E-Educate
N-Neighbors & Neighborhoods in an
E-Effort to
S-Structure
S-Society
Note: From 1865–1969 Andrew Johnson was president after Lincoln was assassinated.
The Black code (or laws) were state laws implemented after the 13th & 14th amendments
were ratified to keep slaves in bondage or imprisonment.

A Letter
by Kevin D.
Dear Sistas
I’d like to start this letter off by thanking the creator for giving me the
strength and ability to come forward and speak on a couple of thoughts I, as
a mature man, now have and would like to share with you diamonds (beautiful women) who’ve had it so rough. I also ask that you take a moment and
find a path we can take through the vision of my eyes so that hopefully we
can all come out just a little better than we were yesterday.
To speak briefly on myself, my name is Kevin Dugar, I’m 37 years of
age and I’m another wrongfully convicted brotha seeking Justice in the
Illinois Department of Corrections. Hopefully by the time you women have
this letter between your fingertips I’ll be amongst my family hugging my
12 year old daughter Vermasie. I never had a change to witness her first
step, watch her grow or tuck her in bed. I can only imagine the damage my
absence has done to her psyche due to me having psychological damage
myself from this barbaric prison. The creator created a wonderful organ
called the brain and it’s built to withstand plenty of mental beat-downs.
So with that being said, I’m ok today and I write this letter from the heart.
I now and will always support, honor and respect the feminine power.
I believe if we are to achieve the world honor and harmony we seek,
men must step back and honor and learn from women. If we want to stop
the aggression and destruction of the world women must individually and
collectively honor themselves. Over the 12 years I’ve been incarcerated
I’ve had plenty of time to evaluate myself, my mother, former girlfriends,
and study the women I see on TV, if that counts.
In Stateville prison there is no higher learning after one achieves a GED.
However, they do have this program called P-NAP (Prison + Neighborhood
Arts Project). It’s a program where college professors from universities
in the Chicago area volunteer to teach inmates a little of what they know,
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and this is the reason I’m writing this letter. I chose to be in a class called
Black Women in the Justice System and that’s where I and other inmates
were introduced to Dr. Beth Richie. This sista is a beautiful being, very
articulate, down to each, a listener and not once did she judge the brothers
she was teaching. She carried herself with respect and it was given in
return, all due to her presence of demanding nothing less.
To be honest, when I first entered the class, I was close minded assuming everything Dr. Beth Richie was about to teach would be on bashing
men, especially after all of the curriculum she handed out was about sistas
in the Justice system, their struggles in poverty, how men treat them, and
how they treat themselves. After seeing that Dr. Beth Richie meant no
harm I decided to listen and I constantly began to think about my little girl.
After a couple of classes the men had no choice but to accept Dr. Richie’s
teachings. Her approach to conveying the jewels (message) made us men
want to learn, listen more, discuss the topics amongst one another when
she wasn’t present, and the most important thing her teachings did was
make us men evaluate and take a good look at ourselves in the mirror. If
she wouldn’t have entered the dark lion’s den without fear, many of us
inmates would still have that womanizing mind set.
To our mothers of the earth that have been abused and misused by men
with no clue on why they do the things they do, I shed light and speak my
truth to you due to me now knowing what I’m supposed to do. After looking back at my past life and my actions towards you women, I can honestly
admit that I was lost, immature and psychologically undeveloped. I now
realize why we don’t have that glow anymore and I think I can present a
solution that could make us woman and man become whole again. Most
of us have only come in contact with the worst of ourselves so therefore
our view of male and female is an immature corrupted perception of the
reality of who and what we are.
I’m asking the sistas today, who and what are you? If you don’t know,
I’ll tell you. You are one of the creator’s best creations sistas. You must ask
your inner being when you get the time about the perception of yourself. If
you don’t know, it’s ok. I didn’t know the perception of myself until I ended
up with 54 years in prison. It’s sad that our perceptions of self, who and
what we are, is so damaged that we don’t even think anything of ourselves.
Then we don’t expect anything from ourselves, so in the end since you
think you’re nothing, you have to know, nothing expecting nothing leaves
nothing. Is that who you are as a woman? Is that who we are as a whole?
You see, your perception of yourself manifests in what comes from
you. You must never forget that. Are we not a dignified woman or man?
If you don’t think with dignity nor do you perform with dignity what
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will you become? You perform as you perceive yourself, right? So if you
perceive yourself as nothing, therefore you act like nothing, and then you
end up married or engaged to somebody and you don’t expect nothing.
So nothing from nothing leaves nothing.
Sistas, love yourself before loving a man because we will disappoint
you if we’re not in that mature stage of mind. Never let a man devalue
you either. You are more than 36-36-36 if you ask me. The creator has
described y’all as the earth and unfortunately a heavy percentage of you
have become a toxic, denatured woman. You are the field through which
us men produce our nature and I guarantee you’ll see it only if you would
slow down and breathe.
Pardon me if it may have seemed like I was rambling. I just feel it in my
heart and know you women have brighter days ahead. Before I conclude
I’d like to leave you women with a little food for thought. I know etched
into the memory of your being might be some very painful memories of
our actions toward you that probably make you feel you can never trust
men again. Hell, you probably feel we’re irresponsible, a waste of time or
just no good. Men can change and I’m a prime example of it happening.
I feel if you want to make life better, you must put in your mind a proper
perception of what human life is and then form in your mind what a
woman is supposed to be like.
The key is seeking knowledge about self and the creator and in the end
you’ll be alright. Don’t wait on man to guide you to the creator either, seek
him out yourself because if you wait on an immature man to guide you to
the creator you’ll never find him.
It’s been a pleasure sharing my new thoughts and I leave you with
nothing but peace and love my sistas. I am you, and you are me.
Sincerely yours.

How Historical Misogyny Contributes to
the Criminalization of Black Women
by William X. Peeples
By definition misogyny is “the hatred of women or the female sex especially by a man.” It seems since the beginning of time women have been
assigned a lesser status in society, deemed weak, not as intelligent, etc.
Even in so-called organized religion it is the woman, Eve, who is tricked
by the Devil and then seduces Adam to disobey God. In the pre-Islamic
era in Arabic women were said not to even have souls! Wherever men are
in control and govern the institutions and agencies of a society we find
subjugation, exploitation and oppression of the female. As such, men
cleverly use religion, culture, education, etc. to justify, legitimate and
enforce their control-oppression of women/girls. This is also evident in
the Criminal Justice System’s treatment of women in general , and Black
women in particular.
From as early as slavery Black women were stripped of sovereignty and
control of their bodies. The process of “breaking” a Negro woman often
included rape to show that ownership of her entire being belonged to
her slave-master. The image and depiction of Black women placed them
below even white women in that Black women were deemed immoral,
hyper-sexual, seductive, whorish. It was said that a Black woman “could
not be raped” because the belief was that she gives herself freely and
wantonly to any man who will have her. In the South a rite of passage
practiced by White slaver-owners was to usher their sons into “manhood”
in between the thighs of a Black women whether she was willing or not.
So this lays the historical foundation for how Black women/girls
are viewed, prosecuted and sentence by the Judicial System. In Jill A.
McCorkels’ Breaking Women she talks about a women’s prison that started
out with a predominantly White population and how that atmosphere
was homey, nurturing and geared towards rehabilitation. However, when
the mass incarceration of Black women began not only did the atmosphere change, but the mind-set and perception of the warden, officers,
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administrators, etc. changed. These were not “good-girls” gone bad,
according to a deputy warden interviewed in Breaking Women, “they’re
a different breed and you can see that ‘cause jail don’t have no effect on
them. They keep comin’ back.”
Black women who run afoul of the law have two strikes against them,
they are female and they are Black. Therefore, even the circumstances leading to their arrests are viewed through a jaundiced eye. In Beth
Richie’s Compelled to Crime a young lady named Kim, age 37, who was
detained for prostitution and beaten for 12 years by her husband says:
“I was gang-raped by three men in the lobby of my building when I was
coming home late one night from work. It was my third time, the first
was when I was nine. I think my husband set the whole thing up, because
he wasn’t the least bit sorry for me. No, he beat me for being raped. From
there he started thinking that I should make money having sex with lots
of men, so I became a prostitute in our own apartment. It was a good way
to make money, but it was almost my death sentence because he used
being a prostitute as an excuse to beat me.”
This woman, who had been victimized/traumatized since age 9, never
received help, protection, counseling, etc. She never felt safe going to the
police, and when the man she loved learned of her being brutally assaulted
he compounded that by beating her and forcing her into a life of sexual
slavery. When she was finally arrested and charged with prostitution no
one saw her as a “victim” because “Black women are whores anyway”
right!!! Her history of abuse that led to her arrest was not considered,
preconceived notions about Black women and their sexuality condemned
her from the start.
Even in instances of “Domestic Violence” Black women report being
treated differently, more like criminals than victims of crime. The people
in charge of the carious programs and resources (some of whom are also
Black) often times view these women through racial and socio-economic
lenses which does a dis-service to the very women they are supposed to
be helping. April (another participant in Beth Richie’s research) is a Black
woman 30 years of age, battered by her husband for 6 years and detained
on an arson charge. April was trying to defend herself from a brutal beating at the hands of her husband and she inadvertently kicked a candle
over, setting the apartment on fire. When the police and fire department
arrived and saw a bruised and bleeding April they attributed the fire to
her intentionally trying to set her husband on fire. April recounts: “No
one was hurt in the fire, but they said I intentionally set it and fled… they
must have seen the ‘Burning Bed’ or something. They could tell I’d been
hit, given my black eyes and the scars on my face, but it didn’t matter in
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my case. He’s on the outside, and I’m facing a trial on an arson charge just
for trying to get him off my back.” At trial April says, “I was told to act
like a little white girl [emphasis mine] to look sad, to try to cry, to never
look the jury in the eye. It didn’t really matter or work for me because the
Judge took one look at me and said ‘you look pretty mean; I bet you could
really hurt a man.’”
This illustrates how differently Black women, even those who are victims of horrific abuse, are perceived and thus treated from White women in
the same or similar circumstances. Black women are Jezebels, temptresses,
welfare queens, violent, mannish, etc. and therefore they are not deserving
of compassion, empathy, sympathy or leniency. Unfortunately, sistas catch
it from our mutual oppressors as well as their own Black, male counterparts. Many Black men see the Black women as bitchy, non-feminine,
difficult, not attractive, etc. in comparison to White women in particular
and other Ethnic women in general. This perception is inculcated through
the media, music videos, print, etc. She is made a sexual caricature of
her “true” self, sought after because of her voluptuous form, but then
depicted as easy, whorish and promiscuous at the same time. Other Ethnic
women have started imitating the Black women enhancing their lips, hips,
buttocks and thighs and women like Kim Kardashian have become more
desirable than the original Black Queen she tries to emulate!!
As a conscious Black man I am too aware of the obstacles, pitfalls and
danger I face in America, but I also now see clearly that my Black Sisters
don’t have it any easier than I do; in fact, they have it worse! I can come
home to a comforting Black Goddess who understands me, but the Black
man’s mind has been so inundated with misogynistic propaganda about
Black women that few of them find that same comfort and understanding
in the arms of their Black men.

Impact on Family When
Black Women Go To Prison
by Tony K. (T.K.)
The impact on family when black women go to prison is nothing less
than tragic. I’ve chosen this topic because one of my daughter’s mothers
was in prison, so I know firsthand the impact of her absence.
LaShea and I weren’t particularly emotionally close. In fact, we weren’t
even each other’s type. I came from a well to do family, and she was raised
in the hood. She was a beautiful redbone with the prettiest lips in the
world. Yet, due to her upbringing she was determined to never be dependent on a man for anything. This mindset resulted in her selling drugs.
As pretty as she was she didn’t have to sell drugs. She could have been a
kept female, but that wasn’t her style. Selling drugs was just an alternative
way of maintaining her independence, because so many other young girls
were selling their bodies. She refused to be used by any man.
Looking back, I suppose LaShea’s decision to sell drugs was a combination of the Deprivation, Strain, and Urbanization Theories. The Deprivation
Theory in that she lived in the hood, and she desired to have independence
via money. She was determined to not have to depend on anyone, especially
a man. The Strain Theory in that she felt that the only way she could
rise above her circumstances was to sell drugs, because her options (in
her eyes) were limited. The Urbanization Theory in that the hood was
a breeding ground for criminal activity. Drug dealers, boosters, thieves,
prostitutes and strippers. Everybody had a hustle, but drug dealers were
the top of the food chain.
LaShea was 18 and I was 21 when we met. Unlike the majority of other
young black men hustling, I chose not to sell drugs. I was in college and
I had two snow bunnies (white girls) working for me in the best strip
club in the city. The money was nothing less than amazing. Still, LaShea
wasn’t impressed. She even told me that I wasn’t rugged enough for her.
At that point, I was determined to change her life. Little did I know she’d
actually change mine.
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After a year or so, I ended up getting LaShea pregnant. During her
fourth month of pregnancy she was still on the block since she wasn’t
showing. She didn’t need the money. She just loved the hustle. One afternoon, while on the block, LaShea was approached by her ex-boyfriend’s
girlfriend. Evidently, the girl thought her guy was cheating with LaShea.
LaShea denied the accusations, but her denial fell on deaf ears. The girl
decided that she wanted to fight. LaShea ended up stabbing the girl to
death.
LaShea was arrested and charged with first degree murder. To make
matters worse, she was not given a bond. How can a local chick who
has never been out of her neighborhood be a flight risk? We thought the
fight would be a long one. I was wrong. She spent one year in the Shelby
County Jail before her attorney got her first degree murder charge reduced
to involuntary manslaughter. LaShea copped out to a 10 year sentence.
Five months after being arrested LaShea gave birth to our baby girl,
D’Naw. After holding the baby for a couple of minutes the baby was taken
away from her and placed in my custody. How was I suppose to care for a
newborn? If it wasn’t for my grandmother and LaShea’s mother, I couldn’t
have done it. They actually kind of did everything. From the moment
LaShea was arrested until she was released 3 years later the impact of her
incarceration on me and our daughter was undeniable. The impact was
felt financially, socially, and emotionally.
The first impact LaShea’s incarceration had on me was financially.
From the very beginning I knew that she needed a good lawyer. Her family
didn’t have the money, so that responsibility fell on me. Her lawyer ended
up costing me $40,000, which was a lot of money in 1994. We knew that
justice came with a price tag, therefore, an overworked, underpaid public
defender wasn’t an option. I felt that LaShea could have gone to trial and
beat the body. After all, she didn’t start the fight. She just finished it.
Nevertheless, she felt that there was no justification for taking the girl’s
life. When the lawyer came with the 10 year offer she snatched it. The
next financial impact was felt through the cost of the expensive phone
calls from jail. The phone calls were only 15 minutes so she usually called
three times a day. Every month she rang up almost $400 in calls. The
third financial impact was felt making sure LaShea kept money on her
books for commissary. According to her, the jail food wasn’t good for the
baby. After the baby was born, the jail food wasn’t good enough for her,
so she needed $100 a week for commissary. This continued for her entire
3 years of imprisonment. Three years! Fifty-two weeks @ $100 per week
= $5200 per year @ 3 years = $15,600. And this doesn’t or didn’t include
her penitentiary start up package (television, radio, c.d.’s, shoes, whites,
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etc.). The last financial impact LaShea’s imprisonment had on me and the
family was in traveling costs which included gas and hotel costs. While
in the county jail LaShea received weekly visits. After being sentence,
LaShea was sent to the women’s penitentiary in Nashville. That trek
down Interstate 40 East cut her visits down to once per month. Me, the
baby, and whoever wanted to tag along would spend the entire weekend
in Nashville. That’s gas, food, and a two night hotel stay consistently for
two years. The first impact of LaShea’s imprisonment was felt financially
through legal costs, phone calls, commissary and travel costs.
The second impact that LaShea’s imprisonment had on our family was
a social impact. Everything concerning her required time that I really
didn’t have. The first social impact of her imprisonment was through
visits. Visits were twice a week when she was in county. The visits were
one hour long, but the wait was two hours on average. Time was money.
She was never the lovey dovey sensitive type in the streets, so to see
LaShea put so much emphasis on a visit shocked me. I didn’t have time
for any visits. In fact, I wasn’t even feeling her like that. It’s amazing how
your feelings change when someone is working your nerves. Or when
someone requires more of you than you really want to give. Still, I felt like
she was family. We have a saying that blood makes you related, but loyalty
makes you family. So, I was loyal in terms of making sure she wanted for
nothing. The second social impact was felt through phone calls. I always
had to be virtually stationary, so LaShea could use the 3-way to call her
mother, lawyer, or whomever else. Then too, I liked her to feel like she
had my undivided attention. The third social impact was felt through
LaShea’s court appearances, because court is always during the day. This
caused me to miss class on several occasions. To make matters worse, her
mother always wanted to go to court too, but she never had a way. That
was an inconvenience. Being LaShea’s primary caregiver was extremely
time consuming, leaving little time for anything or anybody else. LaShea’s
imprisonment had a significant social impact on her family.
The third and last impact LaShea’s imprisonment had on her family
was emotional. When LaShea was in the county jail pregnant and fighting a murder charge she was emotionally volatile, which caused her to
constantly lash out. This in turn caused emotional instability for the
family. Even though everything was being done well and consistently,
she still always found something to cry and complain about. The second
emotional impact LaShea’s imprisonment had on the family, or me, was
her being convinced that I was cheating on her. Or as she’d say “out there
fucking hoes.” Of course I was cheating on her, but, ironically enough,
it was significantly less than I had been when she was free. I lied to her
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and told her that I wasn’t, but she knew it wasn’t true. For some reason,
imprisoned people would rather hear a beautiful lie than the brutal truth.
The third emotional impact LaShea’s imprisonment had on our family
concerned our daughter. It hurt LaShea that she wasn’t at home for our
daughter. She couldn’t feed her, change her, nor hold her. She felt like
she was less than a woman, and that was hard. After D’Nae was born, the
next time LaShea held her daughter was 7 months later. LaShea cried
and D’Nae didn’t want her mother to hold her. She didn’t know her mom.
That crushed LaShea even though she understood. LaShea missed D’Nae’s
first steps and her first words, which was a tragedy in itself. I don’t know
how that short time away affected LaShea and D’Nae’s relationship, but
almost 20 years later, they’re still not as close as they could be. She’s still
a daddy’s girl. The fourth emotional impact LaShea’s imprisonment had
on the family was felt in her absence during the holidays. She missed
family gatherings, Thanksgivings, Christmases, and everyone’s birthday,
including her daughter’s first and second birthdays. No matter how many
pictures I sent LaShea to memorialize those events it just wasn’t enough.
The tragic emotional reality is that she knew she wasn’t there, and so did
everyone else. LaShea’s imprisonment had a profound emotional impact
on her family.
LaShea’s imprisonment had a financial, social, and emotional impact
on her family. I can’t lie… her imprisonment was hard on everyone who
loved her, especially me. While imprisoned LaShea discovered she was
bi-sexual. That never came up in any of the hundreds of conversations
we had. I didn’t find out about LaShea’s bi-sexuality until she came home.
When she broke the news to me I probably should have felt lied to and
betrayed, but strangely enough I felt completely exhilarated. I kept my
cool. With a stern face I looked LaShea in her eyes and said the only four
words I could think of which were “start from the beginning.” I admit
that she pushed herself to be nothing less than phenomenal throughout
the years. She was worth all the money, time, and emotions spent. She is a
woman with a lot of integrity, great character, and she’s a great friend. It’s
no secret that the woman has always been the backbone and foundation
of the black family. Therefore, her absence will always wreak havoc on the
family. Whether it’s a short absence or long one, the void left is undeniable.
It’s a known fact that the family is the basic structural unit of society, so
it’s the foundation of every community in the world. The absence of the
black woman in the family is not simply a crack in that foundation, it’s the
absence of a foundation. Any structure built without a strong foundation
is standing on borrowed time.

Killing The Matriarch
by Jerome R. Weathers
Western-European culture is one of male dominance. Masculinity is
so prevalent in Western-European culture that it would seem as if the
feminine principle is of no relevance.
In 1848, a Woman’s Declaration of Independence was drawn up, declaring Women’s Freedom in a patriarchal society and culture. Until 1881,
a husband had the legal right to use physical violence to prevent his wife
from leaving home; and until 1884 a married woman could be imprisoned
for denying her husband the act of copulation. Using this timeline it
would seem that women have come a long way from then until now, but
it’s an illusion.
The African woman in the Americas has been so poorly represented,
and treated overwhelmingly disproportionately, that she is on the brink
of destruction. Due to the rhetoric of the “War on Drugs” and the demand
to be tough on crime, we have seen another victim of criminalization;
The Black Woman. The black woman is the fastest growing population
in prison and suffers health consequences that are largely ignored by
mainstream society. Rates of HIV transmission are rampant in low-income African-American communities, and African-American women
are now the fastest growing HIV (+) positive population. Public support
for the “War on Drugs” gave law makers the power to pass tougher laws
against drugs. Because of the tough laws, African-American men and
women became the socially constructed enemy in the war on drugs. The
War would imprison an entire generation of African-American men and
woman and leave children without mothers or fathers in its wake.
Society has seemed to intentionally deprive itself of a very important
element in its history: The Black Woman, the Matriarch. It’s impossible
for a people to sustain its pride, to sustain its dignity, or to sustain its glory
without the strength of its matriarch. Western-European culture has no
place for its matriarch, and as far as they are concerned, there has never
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been such a thing as a matriarchy society. Traveling through the portals of
time where the woman held her glory would seem insignificant because
her state today is dire. Many factors come into play when we talk about
Killing the Matriarch, but one is head and shoulders above them all, and
that’s: Male Dominance.
In ancient Africa, where civilization began, there was a just society.
This just society consisted of equality between both males and females.
There was no need for any feminist movement, or constitutional laws for
women’s rights, the very notion of a feminist movement or such laws for
women that need to be enforced reeks the stench of an un-just society.
This unjust society has its roots in male dominance, and from its male
dominance springs forth its agenda to Kill the Matriarch. This male dominated and un-just society has painted a picture of our matriarch that is
vastly different from her original image of power, high moral quality,
honesty, purity, and beauty and replaced it with an image of vanity, filthiness, degradation, unworthiness, and insignificance. The ancient African
didn’t know of a society where the woman wasn’t a staple or pillar of her
community. Women were the mothers of society, as Mother Earth is the
mother of all life, and like Mother Earth, women were to be respected for
their life nourishing qualities.
In Western Society the woman has become an object of domination,
exploitation, domestic violence, sexual abuse, rape and murder. Statistics
show that black women are about three times more likely to die at the
hand of a partner or ex-partner than members of other racial groups.
Also intimate-partner homicide is among the leading causes of death for
black women ages 15 to 35 (The Dallas Morning News, “Black women
at greater risk of becoming victims of homicidal domestic violence” by
Selwyn Crawford).
Why are black women dying at the hands of black men at such an
alarming rate? Because the black man has lost his culture (reality). Because
the black man has lost his culture (reality), the slave master’s culture
(reality) has become the black man’s culture (reality). The slave master
has taught the black man that the black woman has no value. The slave
master has taught the black man how to exploit, degrade, and de-value his
woman. He has taught the black man to view the black woman through
the eyes of white western male dominance. It was easy for the slave master
to beat a black woman and have no conviction. He took her and raped her
whenever he pleased and there was no consequences for his actions. The
disregard that the slave master showed for the black woman is the same
disregard that the black man shows for her. This disregard is shown in
black music, black conversations, movies, videos, and black-mindsets.
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We don’t even recognize that we have created a culture of rape and abuse
of black women through our entertainment industries. Our culturally
degenerate artists feed us this filth that empowers this mind-set of rape
and abuse towards black women, and we eat it up. Our black artists, who
sing songs and play parts that degrade our women, are the equivalent of
the slave master physically taking advantage of our women. And when
we continue to support their work we are thereby saying that we agree
with them, and that they should continue degrading and devaluing the
black woman.
Before our ancestors were loaded onto slave ships and scattered across
the world there was a different story being told about the black woman.
This story was how just women and men were equally empowered to
govern every phase of society. Women weren’t put in a box of being home
makers while men ran society. There was nothing that a man could do
that a woman was not equally empowered to do in society. Ancient people
understood that there was a male-female, masculine-feminine principle
that governed every aspect of creation, so it was divine order to duplicate
the same in society. They understood that balance and equality was the
right order of the universe, so they aligned themselves with that right
order and governed accordingly. This Western society is not creating just
men and women. It doesn’t have the ability to create but after its kind,
so in reality Western culture is creating slaves and slave masters, with
women being the former.
We’ve got to save our matriarch. We’ve got to return her to her rightful
place in society. Our matriarch is the cornerstone of our existence and
without her generations to come will suffer. She’s our first teacher and
nurturer and our first example of love. To restore her our vision of her has
to change. We’ve got to love her as she first loved us. Then and only then
will we be able to see her glory.

Mothers in Prison
(The Children Left Behind)
by Tyrone F.
In this essay I would like to talk about several issues that lead to Black
mothers ending up in prison. In and out of prison, Black women face
instruments of social control and society’s vision of what a patriarch
should look like. In the Black family structure there has always been a
Black woman matriarch.
Gerda Lerner’s definition of patriarchy is: “The manifestation and
institutionalization of male dominance over women and children in the
family and the extension of male dominance over women in society in
general. It implies that men hold power in all the important institutions
of society and that women are deprived of access to such power.” Society
holds this belief and the effect on family structure is ongoing.
Talking with a mother in prison I’ll try and tell the story that lead to
her becoming a Black mother in prison. Growing up, she was exposed to
watching her mother being beat by her father and seeing her uncle abusing
his wife. This became a normal thing in her life (Urbanization Theory). It
also gave her a false view of what a relationship was supposed to be about.
She thought early on that abuse was a form of love.
Once she reached age 11 she started getting abused by her uncle and
cousins. This went on until she left the house at age 16. Seeing how much
her grandmother loved the uncle that abused her and the cousins, she
decided to confide in her aunt after she had left the house and she became
victimized all over again: it was her fault, she was a lil’ fast girl, she asked
for it, better yet, she was a liar. This reaction caused her to never bring that
up again, holding it in. Thinking time heals all wounds but time is only
natural, time passes, it doesn’t heal. Some statistics: “34% of all people
who sexually abuse a child are family members.” “Only 12% of child sexual
abuse is ever reported to the authorities.” The idea that she can forget about
the abuse only creates a new problem, her wanting to forget the pain of
her childhood. She is introduced to drugs and she gets immediate relief,
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a false sense of relief, that is. 60% of women in state prison have a history
of drug dependence.
One in 25 women in state prisons are pregnant when admitted to
prison and 62% of women in state prisons are mothers. She was a young
mother in prison about to have a baby. The majority of children born in
prison are immediately separated from their mothers. While in prison
she never dealt with her issues — not the drugs nor the childhood abuse.
So she continued to do drugs once released. Her daughter was only 3
years old and she knew she had been abused too because she had been
in that same household of abuse she was once in. It became too much for
her. Back to prison, pregnant again. A 1997 survey found that six of 38
responding state child welfare agencies had enacted policies or created
programs to address the needs of children with incarcerated parents. In
1997 the Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) was passed to reduce long
term stays in foster care by facilitating a quick termination of parental
rights when a child has been living under foster care for 15 of the last 22
months. Black women are sentenced to much more time in prison than
White women for the same crimes.
When her oldest daughter reaches age 16 it’s like the cycle is continued.
Why? Because the mother didn’t try breaking the cycle by reporting her
abuse to the police, nor did she ever face her problems head-on with some
form of therapy. There isn’t any help for her because society actually
doesn’t care. The oldest child never says anything she just reaches out to
her father who’s also locked in prison. It’s not until the youngest daughter
cries out that she has been raped by her mother’s cousin, the son of the
mothers abuser her uncle, that something changes. Then the mother and
her oldest daughter open up and tell the stories of abuse they suffered. Yet
there still lies this thing in (some) Black households — they don’t want
to put family in prison.
The majority of parents in state and federal prison are held over 100
miles from their prior residence. Visits are far and few between. Some
parents have never spoken to their children on the phone.
After finding out that their mother went through abuse as a child also,
they felt like she let them down by putting them in that same position
to get abused.
To conclude, each of these women were placed in marginalized households, each didn’t feel close to the female caretakers because they allowed
the abuse to happen and go on. They became vulnerable to anyone outside
the family that showed them any interests. They lack self-esteem, they
didn’t believe they were worth anything. They have low expectations of
life and relationships. They think they don’t deserve anything good in life.
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It’s still a struggle for these women, but the good thing about this is that
someone understands them and what they’ve been dealing with — me,
Tyrone Fuller.
You can show this to who ever. I have written apology letters to the 3
women for not fully understanding everything Black women go through.

The Mis-Education of Locking Away Women and
Society, in Unethical and Immoral Manners Through
Oppressive Institutionalized Frameworks
by Carl Raphael Williams
I chose the topic because a question may be asked. Why are so many
women put in prison? But when asking the question it’s important to
identify the whole range; problematic, psychological obstacles to justice.
It matters because there are many institutional frameworks of justice
when it comes to putting women in prisons that are being pursued that
continue to cause unintended harmful consequences. When you are locking people/women away without considering the person you are locking
away, without considering educational standards, social standards, mental
standards, economic standards, and the crime itself, you fail society and
those who are suffering from issues of trauma. To continue to advocate
justice through the imprisonment of society/women creates a society that
has no responsibilities of there being other and better routes to justice in
the aftermath of crime.
We have to attack the idea of empowerment at its heart. Mandatory
minimums, sentencing polices, three strike laws, truth in sentencing,
the war on drugs. This is distorted justice which has only been a platform
for the creation of longer prison populations and women/men of society
getting longer sentences.
By 2001 the total number of persons ever imprisoned was 5.6 million,
with 1.9 million African American men and 231,000 African American
women. At the end of 2008, 2.4 million people were in prisons. There’s a
disproportionate number of imprisoned African American women/men
in the United States. African Americans are 12.9% of the U.S. population.
African American male prisoners numbered 3,161 per 100,000 African
American men. And African American women prisoners numbered
149 per 100,000 (“The Intersectionality of Race, Gender and Reality,
Challengers for AA Women” by Geneva Brown, 2010).
In the historic arc of the war on drugs and mass incarceration, African
American men and women became the most incarcerated populations in
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the United States. Looking at the underlying practice of women’s imprisonment raises serious questions about the validity of the practice. There
is no longer an intent on reforming.
“If we start with the belief that justice requires us to impure proportionate pain upon offenders, imprisonment seems like a useful
and indeed indispensable social practice. It causes pain by depriving
prisoners of something which is cherished by most people in contemporary society: Freedom.” — Gary Johnstone
Has society always felt that the best place for women/society is prison?
The trend that the politicians and the public have been following and the
patterns defined by those who govern the land, who create the laws, of
being tough on crime has craftily led to putting more women in prison.
Legislators should always consider the mental health, economic oppressors, education, substance abuse, etc. before passing laws that affect these
women/society. To continue to just lock people/women up in prison
with no consideration for the wrongdoer’s mental, physical and spiritual
wellbeing, it causes you to act in an unethical and immoral manner. Then
you create sentences and laws out of one’s mis-education that is not a
process but continues their oppression. It continues the oppression of
women who’s issues of trauma in their life from violence, sexual abuse,
mental abuse, economic suffering, educational suffering has already been
shackles.
When laws are created based upon retributive justice for political means
and purpose you create a system that follows after the institutional frameworks of the Jim Crow Era. The 13th amendment didn’t abolish slavery,
it transformed into the Criminal Justice System. It has just been revised.
“Once you label women, men, citizens as felon, criminal, it becomes
legal to discriminate aginst criminals and felons in all ways that it
was once legal to discriminate against African Americans.”
—Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow
Deprivation Theory argues that low socioeconomic status, independent
of status frustrations, is likely to be associated with criminal activity.
Strain Theory connects delinquency or criminality with the frustration
produced by blocked access to opportunities.
When you block people/women access to opportunities to achieve, it
can create a cycle of a destructive lifestyle or way of functioning.
So now you can’t get a job or it’s hard to get hired. You can’t get housing
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assistance, and the frameworks of these labels as a person who has been
in the prison system, the structures of parole, etc. has become shackles.
Retributive Justice is seeking revenge of some sort whereby someone
can feel the satisfaction of seeing the other person suffer in the way they
feel they have suffered.
In this society of putting women/people in prison, this has become
standard. This destructive idea is now an acceptable norm. The political
climate of divide and conquer has created laws that lock away women/
people for long periods of time, or life, and cleared the eye of the people’s
mind.
The human aspect of the human being has been uprooted and replaced
with a foreign and strange and destructive idea that involves society and
influences their thoughts and behaviors where they become a new kind
of people and proceed to make the destructive, foreign idea of “tough on
crime” and lock women in prison. When you lock away women in prison
the way this society does, you cause them to become disenfranchised (in
terms of housing, jobs, economically, socially, etc.) Doing what’s right in
truth and character, in fairness and corrective justice, has been replaced
with political ideologies and philosophies that have overtaken righteous
learning, common sense, and proper reasoning.
The number of women in prison increased by 646% between 1980 and
2010. There are up to a quarter million women in prison, and that’s not
counting those who have been affected by other forms of the so-called
“justice” system (parole, probation, etc.). The laws and discriminatory laws
and actions against women goes back deeper to times of social disparities
and historical used of these tactics against African American women and
men. So my writings would be incomplete if I didn’t mention or recognize
this: Willie Lynch, 1712, Jim Crow, P.W. Botha, Berlin Conference of 1884
in dividing up affairs, King Leopold, Christian Doctrine of Democracy as
in the days of slavery. Again the repugnance forever confines us.
The United States level of mass incarceration is the highest in the world.
Doubling the rates of nearly every developed country and surpassing those
in even highly repressive regimes. We continue to imprison women/men/
youth, African Americans, people of color, in this society and continue
the mass incarceration of women/people of color through other forms of
social control. American society has become part of a growing under-caste
and is permanently locking up and locking out women and people of color
from mainstream society.
Mass incarceration is not a particular matter. It is a human cause. Now
is the time to move forward with more effective policies and laws that
offer for alternatives to locking away women.
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Prison has served only to warehouse people/women struggling with
addiction, mental disabilities, and homelessness, structures of abuse and
trauma, or unemployment. To continue to lock women away in prison, I
believe, does more harm than good.
We can shrug the problem off by thinking “don’t do the crime if you
can’t do the time.” But most people committing crimes need treatment
— not prison.
A study by a sociologist at Vanderbilt determined that one year in
prison reduces life expectancy by approximately two years.
The focus that promotes “tough on crime” and deprives women of
essential characteristics and changes the nature of the individual has
become an accepted part of the mass incarceration society.
“If a human being is fed by artificial means, he’s eventually attained
to artificial vibrations and out of tune with what is right. And automatically decide to what is wrong.”—Ben Amore
The very people who are the creators of legislation and who claim
to be keepers of the justice system have dismantled the idea of it at an
accelerated rate. It’s not about reform, rehabilitation, corrections, it’s about
the politics of punishment. There has to be a dismantling of the present
justice system piece by piece, thought by thought, and feeling by feeling.
Rights and Constitutional Rights, Equal Rights, Civil Rights, sentence
disparities, social disparities, class disparities, educational disparities,
gender disparities, and age disparities: in regard to the justice system has
become a new dispersing away. Complete deception and dehumanization
of the justice system has crushed the need to recreate and reform the
entire system.
In conclusion, my observations have led me to conclude that we are
witnessing, observing the grave consequences of a prison system that
is like a ravenous wolf releasing character assaults on women through
mass incarceration. Once women became a part of the prison system,
institutional frameworks become soldiers set against them. The side effect
is that women fall deeper under the influences of a prison complex that
desecrates men, women, children, health, communities, and families.

U.S. Laws vs. Black People
by Antoine Ford
The law vs. BLACKS has been the issue from when we were held captive
400 plus years ago until present day. The legal system was supposed to
have been created to bring about structure, safety, and balance for all
man kind alike. Unfortunately, the laws were created off of every slope
and slash of the whip across the backs of our forefathers and mothers. At
the beginning our people tried to rebel against the laws of slavey. Then
when the Civil War came about they found themselves fighting for their
undercover oppressors, thinking that if they won the war against the
confederate South, they would be free. Unfortunately, they could not see
the plot that the North and the rest of the United States had a better way
to conduct slavery, which we now know as jail. The Government and their
White high-powered friends knew Blacks would not be the same mentally
for a long time and took advantage of that and sent them into war not
thinking they’d win, but once they did, their place worked out anyways.
The laws that were created were not for the betterment of our people.
The law does not protect nor support our women. Honestly, I think they
knew how powerful our women were and could be, so the law was created
against them. They took their voices away. Kind of like the abusers of today.
The creators of the laws knew that old slavery wouldn’t last and wouldn’t
be as productive as modern day slavery. As long as the laws worked against
blacks then they could enslave our bodies and minds at a higher volume.
So although we fought for our freedom, we still are at war, and we’re still
not free. It’s the U.S. Law against Blacks.
Today our issue with the law is that although we know the system is
broken and is not made for us, we’ve yet to try to understand it. Meaning
we are committing crimes not knowing that we’re actually committing a
crime. I state this fact mostly for our women. In the mid 1970’s and 1980’s,
13 women were convicted of separate murders against their husbands
and sentenced to life in prison. These women were abused and raped
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beyond measure by their husbands and once they decided to take control
of the situation the only way they knew how, they got punished by the
legal system. No, murder isn’t right. But for those women it was the only
way out. Their lawyers told them at trial not to mention anything about
the abuse because it would make them look guilty and to admit to killing
their husbands. Only one of the women was Black and her situation got
to the point that she hired her 16 year old son to kill her husband. The
lack of knowledge of her legal situation lead her to have to listen to her
lawyer, who was pretty much against her as well. By her not admitting to
her husband abusing her she signed her life away for the next 30 years.
Fortunately for these women the Clemency Coalition came to save the day.
The 1970 law did not recognize Battered Women Syndrome, so victims
of this syndrome were forced to lie in a court of law. In the 2000s and
after, all of these women put in clemencies claiming Battered Women
Syndrome. The Parole Board & the courts would shoot them down, but
the higher courts would grant the defendants appeals and eventually after
30 years these women would be released. The courts knew they were
wrong and didn’t want to grant these women relief because they thought
other inmates would try to use this Battered Women Syndrome in order
to escape from murder convictions.
It is said that for Black women ages 15-35, the leading cause of death is
Intimate Partner Homicide. These women were in a losing battle to begin
with. Some of these women had children with these men. So if the men
(abusers) didn’t kill their partners and children, then the women would
make a run for it and escape, leaving the child behind thinking it was the
best for the child. Then, if the man harms the child at that time, she’d be
accused of murder, abandonment and failure to protect a minor. The same
courts and laws that were suppose to protect these victims were locking
the women up and saying she’s wrong for leaving. But if she stays and
kills him then she’s guilty of murder?
Abusers have issues with people (mainly women) not respecting them,
so they’ll mentally and/or physically abuse them. Some would say it’s the
unemployment of Black men, but if that’s so then why are they continuing
to put our Black Sisters in a position to get hurt and laying off qualified
Black men for nothing? Some would say it’s drug abuse that leads to abuse,
but before the drugs made it to the White neighborhoods this was never
an issue. Sure they didn’t make us smoke crack or shoot dope, etc. but
they damn sure flooded our communities with the drugs and forced them
into the hands of our Black men and children and now our Sisters having
now to sell drugs to our own people due to the high unemployment rates.
Now everybody is strung out, stressed out, and locked up. Frustration is
the creator of abuse!
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The solution to our issue is us. Our Black men are like soldiers who
fought and came away with P.T.S.D. and now it’s trickling down from
generation to generation. Our households are stressed out. Women aren’t
supporting the men because now the women are taking care of the entire
household, so the respect level isn’t there, and in the Jungle the only way
to get respect is through violence and rape. Pay attention to the animals
in the wild. We Blacks know the law isn’t for us, so it’s up to us to save
us. Slavery is a business so the White’s could care less. One less Nigger
they have to worry about. We have to realize how important we are to one
another. Black women are the spines and the heart of our families, the
men are the protectors. We have to change our thinking before we can
change our situation. The solution is us, because it’s the law vs. Blacks.
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